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Marjanović Law office gathers ambitious and
perspective team of young attorneys at law which is
adorned by extraordinary individual qualities as well
as knowledge and experience. Our team is ready to
focus all of its knowledge, skills and experience in order
to provide the best answer to clients' demand in every
moment. We have gained our experience through the
most challenging engagements that legal profession
can offer. Besides quality services, we are recognized
on the market by the wide spectrum of our clients both
domestic and multinational, either in public or private
sector.

We continuously invest in training and professional
development of all members of our team. We support
innovative ideas and improve our capabilities and
knowledge in order to keep pace with our clients’ needs
and challenges of modern business.
We believe that creating a good relationship with a
client as well as understanding every aspect of individual
engagement is equally important as service we provide
Therefore we are trying to meet our clients’ needs in a
comprehensive and thorough way, in the shortest period
of time.
Mlađan Marjanović

Why
Marjanović Law?

Marjanović Law gathers
ambitious and perspective
team of young attorneys
at law which is adorned by
extraordinary individual qualities
as well as knowledge and
experience.
Our team is ready to focus
all of its knowledge, skills and
experience in order to provide
the best answer to clients'
demand in every moment.

■ WE ARE A TEAM OF YOUNG AND INSPIRED ATTORNEYS with excellent legal skills.
■ WE ARE EXPERTS in different areas of legal practice.
■ WE POSSESS KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE that help us find the best solutions to our clients' demands.
■ WE ARE READY TO RESPOND TO ALL THE CHALLENGES our clients may face.
■ WE MAKE OUR A PLEASURE, both for us and for our clients.
■ OUR TEAM IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE to give our clients support they need.
■ SUCCESS IS OUR GOAL, QUALITY IS OUR STANDARD, clients' confidence is our priority.

What we do?

Marjanović Law provides wide
spectrum of legal services
includinglegal representation
of business entities in all kinds
of judicial, arbitration and other
proceedings, providing legal
counseling in the area of
corporate law, M&A, labor
law, restructuring, privatization
and insolvency, investment
and state incentives, real estates,
competition law, intellectual
property law, and many other
areas in the field
of modern law practice.

■ DISPUTE

RESOLUTION

Our attorneys at law have a long-standing experience
in representing domestic and foreign clients in
proceedings before courts, arbitration and other state
authorities. When representing our clients, we always
strive that the economic and business interest of our
client comes first.
We provide a wide range of services in the field of
dispute resolution:
- Representation of companies in litigation and
enforcement proceedings before the courts of
general and special jurisdiction,
- Representation in administrative proceedings before
the competent authorities,
- Drafting all types of legal acts in the form of lawsuits,
requests, proposals, appeals, legal remedies and other
pleadings,
- Representing the clients in arbitration proceedings
before domestic and international arbitration,
- Mediation with the aim of amicable settlement of
disputes.
■ LABOR

LAW

Considering the significance and complexity of
questions arising from the employment relationships,
Marjanović Law team carefully analyses each case
and, based on that, provides corresponding solutions in
terms of minimizing potential risks, costs, or other legal
and financial consequences.

Services we provide in relation to the labor law issues,
among others, include:
- Representation in employment litigation,
- Advising regarding the labor law issues,
- Drafting of complete labor law documentation (collective
agreements, employment rulebooks, rulebooks on job
organization and systematization, all other general acts as
well as the employment agreements and other individual
acts),
- Providing legal advice on all aspects of health and
safety at work,
- Drafting the documentation and complete legal
support regarding the procedure of employment
termination, including the procedure of employees
redundancy,
- Preparation and drafting the documents necessary
for obtaining the temporary residence permits and
working permits for foreigners,
- Advising the clients regarding the assignment of
employees to temporary work abroad and their
protection.
■ RESTRUCTURING,

INSOLVENCY

PRIVATIZATION AND

Marjanović Law office is ready to respond to
challenges arising from an unenviable financial
situation which our clients may encounter with.
Our team of attorneys at law has knowledge and
experience necessary for finding the best solution
for clients during the reorganization process or
bankruptcy.

Our areas of action in the matter of company
restructuring is wide and include:
- Preparation of documentation necessary for initiation
bankruptcy proceeding,
- Advising the clients during the bankruptcy and
reorganization proceeding,
- Representation in bankruptcy proceeding,
- Assistance during the drafting of pre-packaged plan
of reorganization,
- Assistance when purchasing assets, assets units and
the bankruptcy debtor as a legal entity.
■

INVESTMENTS AND STATE INCENTIVES
Our team recognizes the investment potential of
Serbia and endeavors to follow the tendency of its
clients to invest in domestic economy. Significant part
of our services include advising in order to provide
the most favorable conditions for investing. We put
emphasis on our capability to carry out complex legal
analysis and give the most favorable advice in such
manner that interests of our clients and the interests of
the domestic economy are equally satisfied.
We participated in some of the biggest green field
and brown field investments in Serbia providing
all necessary legal support in terms of advising,
interpretation of legislation and alignment with it.
Investors are offered a complete legal support and
representation before the competent authorities in
order to receive incentives.
Our services include, but are not limited to:
- Analysis and consultancy offered to our clients

regarding the investment climate in Serbia
- Legal analysis and drafting the documents regarding
the investing,
- Representation before the Development Agency of
Serbia and other competent authorities in order to
provide incentives,
- Drafting of documentation and submitting the
application necessary for incentives obtainingi.
■

■

Marjanović Law offers the full spectrum of legal
services in the area of corporate law concerning
advising our clients regarding all segments of their
business activities. Our attorneys gained experience
through most significant transactions in Serbia and
the region, while providing the biggest domestic and
multinational companies with legal advice.
Due to thorough approach, we are able to perceive
all aspects of the most complex transactions and to
successfully carry them out.

REAL ESTATE
Investing in real estate sector is very complex process
with lots of challenges for both foreign and local
investors. One of the problems that investors encounter
with when trying to develop a real estate project
in Serbia is, inter alia, slow and complex process of
licenses obtaining. Proficiency in real estate sector
as well as good knowledge of the real estate market
contribute to successful operations of our clients in the
area of real estate.
Services which our attorneys at law provide in this area
include:
- Real Estate due diligence,
- Advising and assisting in negotiations and conclusion
of preliminary agreements and sale and purchase
agreements as well as lease agreements,
- Drafting sale and purchase agreements and lease
agreements,
- Consulting and assistance in the procedures for
obtaining the necessary permits and other procedures
before the competent authorities,
- Representation before the competent authorities
of real estate cadaster regarding the registration
of ownership rights, establishing and deleting of
mortgages.

risks. Having in mind that the competition law in Serbia is
under significant influence of the EU legislation, our team
is constantly monitoring regulation changes at EU level.
Our services include:
- Advising regarding the business operations,
- Documentation drafting and conducting the procedure
of exemption of restrictive agreements from prohibition,
- Documentation drafting and conducting the procedure
of concentration approval,
- Representation in proceedings related to breaches of
competition,
- Analysis of contracts and other documents from the
aspect of competition protection,
- Representation before the Commission for protection of
competition and other competent authorities.

CORPORATE AND M&A

Our corporate legal services, inter alia, include:
- Legal Due Diligence, representation in negotiations
and full legal support during the transactions,
- Drafting of all types of transaction documentation,
- Set up of companies, representative office and
branches in Serbia and the region,
- Conducting the procedure of change of the
company’s registered business data,
- Conducting the process of status change and change
of company’s legal form,
- Conducting the liquidation procedure,
- Drafting and legal analysis of all types of agreements
as well as representation in negotiations,
- Advisory in all legal matters in corporate business,
- Harmonization of company’s operations with
applicable legislation.
■

COMPETITION
One of the main goals of our team is to help our clients
improve and expand their businesses while minimizing
possible legal risks. Our attorneys at law offer adequate
legal support in accordance with the Competition
Law, not allowing the client to ever be exposed to

■

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Marjanović Law team specialized in intellectual
property is composed of attorneys at law with the
significant knowledge and experience. With the legal
advice provided by our team specialized in intellectual
property, our clients successfully establish and protect
their intellectual property rights. Our attorneys at law
have relevant experience in all segments of intellectual
property protection at domestic and international level.
In terms of intellectual property protection, our services
particularly include:
- Protection of copyright and related rights as well as
industrial property rights (trademarks, patents, knowhow, industrial design etc.),
- Monitoring domestic and international databases
regarding the registered rights of intellectual property
(WIPO, EUIPO, national data bases etc.),
- Drafting all types of document regarding the intellectual
property rights,
- Representation before competent authorities regarding
intellectual property rights.

Who are we?

We are young and ambitious
team of strong individuals.
We have gained our
experience through the most
challenging engagements
that legal profession can offer
Beside the quality services,
we are recognized on the
market by the wide spectrum
of our clients both domestic
and multinational, either in
public or private sector.

Mlađan Marjanović

Marina Lazović

Mlađan acquired formal education at the Faculty of
Law, University of Belgrade. He has more than 9 years
of experience in legal consulting for various foreign
and domestic clients. Throughout his career he has
worked in many industry sectors including real estate,
pharmaceuticals, media, commercial and professional
services, mining and metals. His initial experience was
acquired in Cyprus where he worked for international
consulting company. Prior to founding Marjanović Law,
Mlađan worked in other well established law offices in
Serbia. Mlađan has been involved in different M&A,
privatization, restructuring and other legal projects for
various foreign clients in Serbia and Montenegro and
is experienced with performing different legal due
diligence projects, negotiation in transactions, legal
disputes and other legal consultancy engagements
for various foreign and domestic investors. Mlađan
was the advisor of the Government of the Republic of
Serbia in one of most important privatization projects
in the year 2015 and 2016. He is in charge of Corporate
and M&A team, Restructuring, Privatization and
Insolvency team, as well as for all the issues concerning
Government Affairs.

Marina graduated from Faculty of Law, University of
Belgrade, International Department, in 2011. Marina
has been involved in projects for various clients in
Serbia and Montenegro and has also worked on
performing different legal due diligence projects,
M&A, private equity, bankruptcy and liquidation
projects, as well as representation in negotiations and
drafting entire transaction documentation. She has
translated numerous investment projects of foreign
clients, and projects for acquiring state incentives.
Also, Marina provides legal advisory services in the
area of corporate and labor law. Thanks to her strong
communication skills, Marina manages to create
successful relations and cooperation with clients all
over the world. Marina is in charge of Investments
& Incentives team, and of Due Diligence practice.
She is also specialized for dealing with corporate,
competition and labour issues.
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+381 11 40 44 002
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Attorney at Law
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Goran Muratović

Nevena Sanković

Aleksandar Jokić

Goran graduated at the Faculty of Law, University
of Belgrade, in 2009. He has 6 years of experience in
provision of all legal services and has been involved
in different projects for various clients in Serbia
and Montenegro. He is experienced in performing
different legal due diligence projects and other legal
consultancy engagements for various both domestic
and foreign investors. Goran’s practice focuses
primarily on legal disputes with an emphasis on labor
disputes and administrative procedures. In Marjanović
Law office Goran is responsible for Legal Disputes
team, but he is also specialized for reorganization and
liquidation procedures, real estate, labour law, and
health and safety issues.

Nevena graduated at the Faculty of Law, University of
Belgrade, as an outstanding student. She has over 6
years of experience in legal consulting for various foreign
and domestic clients. She is experienced in consultancy
related to the corporate, labour and intellectual property
law. Nevena has been involved in various private equity,
bankruptcy and liquidation projects, as well as in other
corporate and labor projects. She is experienced in
representation before the courts in numerous proceedings
Nevena is in charge of Intellectual Property team.
She is also involved in restructuring, privatization and
insolvency projects, and is involved in projects concerning
government affairs, labor law and legal disputes. She
handles all the communication and participates in
preparation of the necessary process documents.
Nevena was one of the advisors of the Government of the
Republic of Serbia in one of most important privatization
projects in the year 2015 and 2016.

Aleksandar graduated at the Faculty of Law, University
of Belgrade, in 2011. He has over 5 years of experience
in legal consulting and provision of all legal services.
He is experienced in consultancy related to corporate
and labour law issues. Aleksandar has worked on
various private equity, bankruptcy and liquidation
projects. In Marjanović Law office Aleksandar
Aleksandar is responsible for Real Estate team, and he
is also specialized for corporate law, reorganization
and liquidation of companies, labour issues, as well as
for legal disputes.

Attorney at Law
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Attorney at Law
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Andrea Klimović

Dušan Matijašević

Andrea graduated at the Faculty of Law, University of
Belgrade, and has over 5 years of experience in legal
consulting and provision of all legal services, especially
in issues related to corporate, health and safety at
work, labor law and intellectual property law. Her
clients’ portfolio consists mostly from companies in
public sector and real estate companies. Andrea
participated in drafting documents on internal
organization and job systematization for several
largest public and public utility companies on the
territory of the Republic of Serbia. In Marjanović Law
office Andrea is responsible for Labor Law and Health
and Safety teams. Additionally, she is specialized
for issues concerning privatization and liquidation
proceedings, but also for real state and intellectual
property issues, as well as dispute resolution.

Dušan graduated from Faculty of Law, University
of Belgrade, Judicial-Administrative Department,
in 2012. Degree gives him an inside perspective on
disputes and administrative proceedings. Dušan has
5 years of experience in legal consulting and
provision of all legal services. He specializes in
competition law and when it comes to corporate
matters, Dušan has wide experience in all aspects
of Law on Foreign Exchange Operations. Dušan
performed different legal due diligence projects
and other legal consultancy engagements for
various both domestic and foreign investors.
In Marjanović Law office Dušan is in charge of
Competition team in Marjanovic Law office, but
also covers corporate and M&A, real estate issues,
investments and state aid.

Attorney at Law

+381 60 59 44 008
+381 11 40 44 008
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Attorney at Law

+381 60 59 44 005
+381 11 40 44 005
dusan.matijasevic@marjanovic.law
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